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Bathrooms

Dusting
Use a wet rag and a dry rag along with Swiffer
Make beds, fold PJs, and tidy rooms
Dust ceiling fans, crown molding, baseboards
Dust all surfaces and objects
Wipe light switches, doors, handles and walls
Wipe window ledges, and glass
Flip chairs up onto tables (use better judgment)
Wash plastic boot trays in winter
Carefully dust wall fixtures, art, and pictures
Wipe out crumbs from inside sofa
Stage throw blankets and pillows on sofas 
and chairs

Vacuuming
Do carpet, rugs and pet beds first
Get under beds, and larger furniture
Move smaller items like hampers
Remove floor pieces to get into tight spaces 
Roll up rugs (use better judgment)

Mop
Fill bucket with water and a cap full of yellow
Use long, even strokes, going with the grain 
of hardwood
Mop Kitchen and bathrooms twice
Rinse mop after every room
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Kitchen
Spray and wipe all surfaces with Yellow
Empty toaster
Clean inside microwave 
Clean stove top &  surfaces 
Wipe all knobs and drawer pulls
Load Dishwasher, scrub out  sinks
Polish chrome and kitchen window
Fold and place hand towels
Wipe top and surfaces of fridge
Get eye level with counter top and check for 
anything missed
Dust ceiling, lights, switches,
Spray and wipe down kitchen table and chairs

Spray shower, vanity and toilet with green
Scrub grout, tile, shower tracks, and glass
Polish glass and chrome 
Scrub sinks and ring around drain
Wipe down counter tops and cabinet faces 
Polish mirror and chrome
Place everything neatly
Scrub toilet, get under rims and in seat cracks 
Wipe down seat, outside, and top of toilet
Fold toilet paper into triangle
Fold towels and hand clothes 
Wipe blinds, window ledge, light switch & 
baseboards w wet rag
Empty garbage
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